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Key benefits

Enhancing employee productivity
with Vodafone Device Manager Cloud
In business, it’s essential for employees to work and collaborate
anywhere, anytime, using any device, while keeping sensitive business
data secure. Our enhanced solution, Vodafone Device Manager Cloud
(VDM Cloud), addresses the security concerns of your mobile devices.
VDM Cloud, powered by MobileIron and its partners, is a cloud-based
service that unlocks the benefits of devices.

Simplicity and speed for your employees

It supports your organisation by providing employees with seamless
usage of business apps and tools through any device, while keeping
them secure, ensuring only the right people have access to certain
types of information. The solution helps employees collaborate more
easily and effectively.

Helps to simplify the employee and device lifecycle, securely
protecting and managing access to corporate data, from initial
device enrolment or provisioning out of the box, through to device
retirement or the end of the employee’s contract.
Enables employees to enjoy seamless access to business apps
and data (including email) through secure mobile devices,
desktops/Macs, apps and cloud services, while still maintaining
complete control over their privacy too.

Flexibility
Works across multiple endpoints (IoS, Android, PCs, etc.) with the
same consistency.
Helps organisations simplify and optimise a variety of business
processes and use cases, supporting a number of deployment
scenarios including BYO, Corporate-Owned, Kiosk/COSU and others
that are becoming increasingly prevalent in the modern enterprise.

End-to-end management
We take care of the process end-to-end, supporting and managing
your EMM environment, while effectively scaling the most stringent
compliance, security and privacy policies across your estate. This
will give you more time to focus on your core business.
We also provide professional consultancy services to help you
maximise the business benefits of mobile technology, such as
integration of corporate resources and applications.

Key features
Access – a conditional access control for cloud services such as Box,
Google Apps for Work, Office 365 and Salesforce
Bridge – unlocks PC Management capabilities using EMM profiles
and protocols (Non-chargeable feature)
Mobile Threat Defense - protects mobile platform by detecting threats
to devices
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VDM Cloud Managed Services

Proactive Notifications

Asset Reporting

Lifecycle Management

Service Reviews

Knowledge Management

HelpDesk Services

Lifecycle & Knowledge
Management

Proactive Notifications
Advance notifications for any emergency and
planned upgrades
Advanced notifications for new features and
changes to existing functionalities
Notification of new supported devices and
laptops on various OS

Manage key factors affecting service
Product lifecycle map identifying all known parts
of the ecosystem and the service dependencies
Ensure customer helpdesks utilize the service
to maximum business benefit
Recommendations on Knowledgebase and FAQ
materials

User/Asset reporting
Detailed user-level reporting is available via the
VDM Cloud Portal
Details of user profiles and configuration can
be seen at any time from the portal

Helpdesk to Helpdesk
End Users

Quarterly service reviews

Incidents, In-life Ordering, Reports, Service Requests
Customer Helpdesk

Proactive reviews to deliver excellent customer
satisfaction
Technical expertise across your EMM estate
Best-practice advice from Centres of Excellence
Knowledge and Lifecycle Management Services

Portal
Vodafone Enterprise Operations

Vodafone
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Why choose Vodafone
Extensive expertise: our mobile security experts have over a decade
of experience in delivering enterprise mobility and security solutions
to the world’s largest multinationals.
We practice what we preach: we deliver world-leading mobility and
security services to our own employees – more than 100,000 global
staff – ensuring every employee can travel freely and get the job
done without risking security.
Simplicity: one provider is all you need to bring it all together. We
are experts in the entire mobility lifecycle from devices and tariffs
to security and consulting, enabled with the world’s largest 4G
coverage – so you can have that comprehensive conversation about
your overall security strategy.
Consultancy services: we provide a host of services – starting
with a Mobility Platform Health Check – that can help you gain
the insight you need to select, test and deploy the right solution.
We help you put in place a balanced but effective mobile security
policy, so you can make the most of your EMM investment.
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Next steps
If you want to discover more about
Vodafone Device Manager Cloud, please
contact your Vodafone Account Manager.
http://vodafone.com/business
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